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FEATURES

• Tripod 73cm-210cm 
•  LED ring light 
•  Single and double phone mount 
•  Microphone arm 
•  Wireless selfie remote
•  Lighting remote control
•  Cold shoe adaptor

Welcome to the #influencer 
8 Inch RGBW Ring Light Kit. 
Let’s get you up to speed so 
you can start creating great 
content!

8 INCH RGBW 
RING LIGHT KIT

WITH TRIPOD

*Ring light is 8 inch high as measured from 
mounting point to top of the ring.



ASSEMBLY

Assembly of the 8 Inch RGBW Ring Light Kit is broken down into 5 sections:
tripod, ring light, phone mount, microphone mount and camera mount.

SECTION 1: TRIPOD
1. Take the folded tripod out of the packaging (Fig. 1).
2. Loosen the base adjustment screw (Fig. 2).
3. Use your hands to gently pull the legs outwards from the centre shaft 

(Fig. 3 & 4).
4. Adjust the legs until stabilising bars are parallel with the ground. Then 

tighten the base adjustment screw.
5. Loosen the pole screws to extend to your desired height. Then tighten 

once height is confirmed (Fig. 5 & 6).

INCLUDED

1 x 8 Inch ring light

1 x Camera mount
1 x Phone mount

1 x Microphone mount
1 x Dual phone bracket

Stabilising bars



SECTION 2: RING LIGHT
1. Remove the ring light from the packaging.
2. Screw the adapter attachment to the ring light.
3. Screw the ring light onto the tripod, taking care not to damage the cord.
4. To tilt the ring light loosen the adjustment screw and tighten once the ring 

light in in the desired position.
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B. Dual phone mounting:
1. Attach the plastic clamp to the tripod by loosening the adjustment screw (rotate 

anti-clockwise) and place around the tripod pole. Once in place, tighten the clamp 
by rotating the adjustment screw clockwise.

2.  Attach the phone mounts to the bracket by screwing the two adjustment screws 
into the phone mounts.

3.  To insert your smart phones into the mounts, pull the spring-loaded side on each 
mount. You may need to remove your phone case for secure insertion into the 
phone mount.

SECTION 3: PHONE MOUNT
There are multiple phone mounting options in this kit.

A. Centre ring mounting:
1.  Insert the phone metal mount onto the ring light and tighten the base adjustment 

ring clockwise to secure (Fig. 1).
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SECTION 4: MICROPHONE MOUNT
1.  Unscrew and pull out bottom adjustment screw, then attach mount to top of 

tripod. Re-insert adjustment screw and tighten with adjustment ring until 
mount is secure (Fig. 2).

2.  Unscrew bottom adjustment screw, then attach mount to top of tripod. 
Re-insert adjustment screw and tighten with adjustment ring until mount is 
secure (Fig. 2).

3. Attach the microphone arm to the thinnest part of the tripod (Fig. 4 & 5).
4. The microphone arm can be moved up and down by loosening and tightening this 

screw (Fig. 6).
5. The microphone arm can be adjusted on the tripod by loosening and tightening this 

bolt (Fig. 7).
6. To attach the microphone mount to the microphone arm remove cap from end of 

microphone arm, then attach microphone mount and screw clockwise until secure 
(Fig. 8A & 8B).

7. Squeeze the microphone mount clamp to open and then attach your microphone 
(Fig. 9). A cable management clip is included for your microphone if required.
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SECTION 6: WIRELESS SELFIE 
REMOTE
1. Push the camera button on the 

remote to switch it on.
2. Once the green light �ashes, open 

BT® connections/settings on your 
smart phone. Refer to your user 
manual for instructions on pairing 
and connecting wireless devices.

3. Select #In�uencer from the wireless 
device list. The green light should 
stop �ashing once your device has 
successfully connected to the 
remote. 

4. To take a sel�e with the remote, open 
the camera on your smart phone and 
press the camera button on the 
remote to take the photo.

SECTION 5: CAMERA MOUNT
1. Attach the metal camera mount 

to the camera base first.
2. Attach the camera base to the 

ring by screwing the camera onto 
the mount.

Note: Don't over extend the 
microphone arm otherwise 
you risk tipping the tripod over.  
Don't extend past 2/3.



RF REMOTE    FUNCTION INSTRUCTION (from top to down, from left to right)

Power on /off   Switch for dual colour modes

Brightness down  Dual white colour modes - brightness down

Brightness up   Dual white colour modes - brightness up

Cold white light  Cold white light mode

Mixed white light  Mixed white light mode

Warm white light  Warm white light mode

Power on / off  Turn on RGB color modes

AUTO   Cycle through RGB color modes automatically, each mode will last 20 seconds

M+   Next RGB mode

M-   Last RGB mode

S+   Speed up

S-   Speed down

Brightness up   Brightness up

Brightness down  Brightness down

Lock button  Pause/continue the dynamic RGB modes (13 modes)

Setting button  Pair the RGB ring light (by pressing and holding the setting button for 3 seconds. The indicator light will flash 
3 times when successfully paired).

W button   RGB modes - White light mode

RED button   RGB modes - Red light mode

Green button   RGB modes - Green light mode

Blue button   RGB modes - Blue light mode

Brightness levels  8 Levels (dual white light modes have 9 brightness levels)

Speed levels   8 Levels (for dynamic RGB modes)

Total RGB modes  13 Static modes+ 13 dynamic modes, total 26 modes

Memory function  When restart the ring light, it will be on the mode you used last time

Mode  Description       Mode Description

1  Dynamic mode - Rainbow colour change     14  Static mode- Red

2  Dynamic mode - Red, blue, green, yellow purple and cyan colour change  15  Static mode- Orange

3  Dynamic mode - Red and green fading and rotating    16  Static mode- Yellow

4  Dynamic mode - Green and blue fading and rotating    17 Static mode- Dark green

5  Dynamic mode - 6 Colours fading and rotating with white background   18  Static mode- Green

6  Dynamic mode - Red      19  Static mode- Sky blue

7  Mixed colors mode     20  Static mode- Cyan blue

8  Dynamic mode - Red, yellow, white and purple colour change  21  Static mode- Light blue

9  Dynamic mode - Red and blue warning light    22  Static mode- Blue

10  Dynamic mode - 6 Colours jump changing     23  Static mode- Light purple

11  Dynamic mode - 6 Colours breathing     24  Static mode- Purple

12 Dynamic mode - Red background and blue light rotating   25  Static mode- Pink

13  Dynamic mode - White background and green light rotating  26  Static mode- White

RGB Ring light modes& RF REMOTE Main functions
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PO Box 5658 Brendale QLD 
Australia 4500
Customer Support 1800 812 261

Specifications
Power: 8W,5V/2-3A

Working temperature: about 45°
Housing material: ABS

Light cover: PC
Light temperature: 2700-7000K

72 White LED's
20 RGB LED's

26 RGB Modes with 8 levels of brightness
White modes: cold / warm / mixed with 9 levels of brightness

WARNINGS: READ BEFORE USING
Photosensitivity / epileptic seizures:

A very small percentage of individuals may experience epileptic seizures when exposed to 
certain light patterns or flashing lights. Exposure to certain patterns or backgrounds on a 
computer screen, may induce an epileptic seizure in these individuals. Certain conditions may 
induce previously undetected epileptic symptoms even in persons who have no history of prior 
seizures or epilepsy. If you, or anyone in your family, have an epileptic condition, consult your 
physician prior to using. If you experience any of the following symptoms while using the 
product -- dizziness, altered vision, eye or muscle twitches, loss of awareness, disorientation, 
any involuntary movement, or convulsions - IMMEDIATELY discontinue use and consult your 
physician before resuming using.


